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In reviewing the educational and experiential backgrounds of mid-level college administrators, we often find as wide a variety as in any professional grouping. Some have B. A.'s in business, some Ph. D.'s in the humanities. One may have years of private sector professional experience, while another comes from academia. We are, indeed, a diversified group. And from this diversification comes the strength of multiple perspectives and attitudes. But, our various backgrounds bring differing levels of managerial and administrative knowledge.

The one characteristic we all share, however, is our profession. We are all public administrators regardless of our backgrounds. It would seem useful, therefore, to develop our administrative skills and knowledge to allow us to take full advantage of our diversity. By improving our abilities we can demonstrate our professionalism and thereby improve our status in and contribution to our institutions and higher education in general.

This paper is intended to provide practitioners in mid-level higher education administration with an introduction to the literature of public administration with the goal of assisting in the development of administrative abilities. The bibliography is divided by areas within this discipline and is prefaced by a brief description of that area. It is hoped that this arrangement will assist the reader in locating readings and texts of particular interest.

The bibliography is not intended to be complete, but should supply an adequate introduction to the vast literature of our generic profession. It should also be noted that few of the readings deal exclusively with higher education. Nonetheless, they are appropriate, and we are sure that the readers as practicing administrators will readily connect past experiences to the theories and approaches discussed.

Introduction to Public Administration

The study of public administration as an academic discipline must, of course, begin with a definition of what public administration is. The field, however, is neither easily described nor its boundaries easily delimited. Simple, concise definitions are inadequate.
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Our first tendencies are to make comparisons with private sector business administration, that is to say we function as managers of a service-oriented enterprise not unlike the phone company. Indeed, many activities are very similar. But the comparison reveals major differences under further scrutiny. The overriding distinction is that public administration is the public's business. We use the tax payer's capital contribution, not the stock holder's investment. We are, therefore, subject to public opinion as expressed through the political process. Further confusing this comparison is the seeming inability of the public administrator to find a definitive measure of performance, "a bottom line." We cannot check to see if we turned a profit last year, only if we "served the public interest."

Any definitions must, therefore, be more complex and include the political process and the basic mission of public administration's efforts.

To this end Felix Nigro and Lloyd Nigro have developed a summary of activities to serve as a definition of the field:

Public administration
1. Is cooperative group effort in a public setting.
2. Covers all three branches — executive, legislative, and judicial — and their interrelationships.
3. Has an important role in the formulation of public policy and is thus a part of the political process.
4. Is different in significant ways from private administration.
5. Is closely associated with numerous private groups and individuals in providing services to the community.

The texts listed below expand upon this definition and provide introductions into the various facets of public administration as both an academic field and a career.


**Organization Theory**

As practicing administrators we are creatures born of organizations. Our functions and duties are developed and defined by them and we, in turn, provide both form and direction to the organizations. Consequently, the study of organizations is imperative to the nurturing of a full understanding of our roles and our ability to induce change within our institutions.

It is organization theory that provides the academic resources for such understanding. Organization theory is an effort at identifying the differences among various organizations and then classifying them into different typologies. More
specifically, by studying organization theory we can hope to gain a sense and knowledge of what organizations are, how they work, where they fit in a societal context, how they are controlled, what is their environment, and how they interact with that environment.


Organizational Development and Psychology

While organizational theory deals with the definition and classification of organizations, organizational development (OD) aims at modifying the organization through applied behavioral science. More specifically French and Bell define OD as

... a long-range effort to improve an organization's problem-solving and renewal processes, particularly through a more effective and collaborative management of organization culture ... with the assistance of a change agent ... and the use of applied behavioral science ...

OD, therefore, is centered not exclusively on the formal, overt organization, but also upon the actions, attitudes, group norms, feelings, and beliefs of the informal organizational systems. By applying social psychology and other behavioral science techniques, OD attempts to build team approaches to management that allow institutions to plan and adapt better to change and growth. By helping convert fear or frustration into healthy, goal-oriented attitudes, organization development techniques can prove invaluable to administrators.

The text offered here will not transform the practitioner into a skilled OD consultant, but should provide a firm introduction to organizational development and applied behavioral sciences.


Public Personnel Administration

Many college and university administrators perceive personnel problems as lying within the purview of the personnel office only. Yet few areas of public administration can have as pronounced and direct an impact upon the quality of an organization as personnel management. All institutions and their sub-units
function only as well as the people within them. Public personnel administration (PPA) is, therefore, of concern to everyone striving toward the improvement of their organization.

As a field of study, public personnel administration is often blended with other related areas. Indeed, as all aspects of administration deal with "people problems" in one form or another, one can easily relate PPA to all administrative areas. Most common, however, is a linkage between PPA and organizational theory, organizational development, and social psychology, including concepts of leadership and motivation. Nonetheless, for the purposes of this article the readings listed deal with the nuts-and-bolts of personnel administration. More specifically, topics discussed include recruitment, selection, in-service training, promotion, retention, dismissals, and other similar items.

This narrow definition is intended only to simplify the reader's selection of books. For one to develop a full understanding of personnel management, an interdisciplinary approach is necessary. By augmenting the readings chosen here with selections on organization theory and development, a much broader feel for "people problems" can be gained.


Management Techniques

This aspect of public administration offers a high degree of utility to the practicing college administrator. Its goal is to teach techniques of management: to improve our ability to make decisions, to utilize resources efficiently, to plan for the future, and to administer our current projects and programs.

The methods and subjects included in management science are indeed numerous. They include Performance Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), Critical Path Method (CPM), Operations Research (OR), Electronic Data Processing (EDP), Statistical Decision Making, Management by Objective (MBO) and systems theory, and Management Information Systems (MIS). The selections listed are intended to help explain both the meaning and function of the more relevant techniques. By gaining knowledge of these methods and approaches we can acquire new tools to apply to the nebulous problems in higher education administration.


Budgeting Financial Administration

As practitioners in higher education administration we are becoming increasingly aware of budgetary and financial matters as they are being thrust upon us. There is, therefore, no better time than now for administrators to gain further knowledge of the concepts and strategies that have developed in this area. Budgeting approaches have, for example, progressed from their original line-item approach, through the performance budgeting stage, and into the planning-programming-budgeting process gaining national attention in the form of zero-based budgeting. Thus budgets have evolved from negative controls on inputs into planning strategies that Aaron Wildavsky has defined as “a series of goals with price tags attached.”

As administrators we must understand these concepts and their nuances or simply accept the decisions of others. We must acquire new techniques to achieve our goals through knowledge of the budgetary process or lose administrative control of our organizations. Limits on capital and operating funds require that every dollar be targeted toward specific projects and goals if we are to maintain the public’s support.

Budgetary constraints are, of course, the result of financial constraints. Thus, public sector finance is also of great importance to each of us. As attitudes and perspectives toward funding public enterprises change we need to be able to understand and thereby plan responses to new developments. For these reasons, included here are readings dealing with finance and economics. While somewhat more cumbersome, they are nonetheless worthwhile.


Public Policy and Political Environment

The single most important differentiating characteristic between public and private sector administration is the political environment in which we must live as college administrators. While the concept of “politics” often carries a negative connotation within the higher education community we are all nonetheless “politicians.” Whenever we establish a new policy, exert our discretionary
power over a budget decision, or simply make a value choice we engage in the political process.

Since we cannot perform our administrative functions without such political actions, it is most appropriate that we seek to improve our knowledge of both the generic political environment and the public policy-making process. Decisions must be made and we need to know how and by whom questions are resolved. To this end public policy literature attempts to answer the questions: Who really holds the major sources of power? Can we, as individuals, have any impact? How thoughtfully formed are policy decisions? Does the structure of an organization affect the decision-making process? The selections listed here should help supply some answers.


